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INTERPROJECT is a set of services, know-how, products and experts that helps you and your project to optimally 
benefit from digitalization. Let us jointly determine the best solution to address your needs. By understanding 
your and your project’s information demands we can jointly define and plan the best strategies and tools to 
ensure the successful completion of your project. Our software and tools and your workflows are adapted to the 
specific requirements of your project, thus facilitating the end-to-end flow of information between all involved 
parties within a digitalized environment. 

 
 

YOUR EXPECTATIONS 
What you want: 

› Ensure an end-to-end flow of information between all participants 

› Have quick access to all necessary information at the right time and in the right quality 

› Track streamlined workflows to ensure timely execution and quality control 

› Wield customized tools that dovetail with your projects perfectly 

› Keep all information in one common environment, over the entire lifecycle of your construction project 

› Have tools at your fingertips to validate your model’s information content and quality 
 
Digitalization, BIM, Industry 4.0 are on everyone’s lips these days. How do you define these concepts? And how 
can you apply them to your projects? 
INTERPROJECT has never been about giving lip service to buzzwords but about understanding your project and 
delivering an efficient solution. Digitalization can mean providing for simple file sharing among all involved 
participants: this is where INTERPROJECT can benefit you at minimum. Need your files to follow a workflow? 
INTERPROJECT can do that, too. Haven’t yet defined a workflow? No problem: our experts are able to help 
because they understand your project. Have specific information needs that go beyond file storage and 
document flows? We are experienced in integrating real-time sensor data, construction diaries, part-specific 
parameters and documentation in your data model. Already got data, perhaps even a 3D model? We can 
validate your model and ensure the quality delivered by your subcontractors. Need a 3D model? Don’t hesitate 
to call on our team of design engineers. 
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OUR OFFER 
INTERPROJECT provides solutions made to measure: 

› Simple yet powerful file sharing with classification, rights management and update notifications 

› A workflow for your files / documents / drawings, including automatic task generation for verification, release etc. 

› Store and link calculations, verification reports, communication etc. along with drawings and models in our cloud-
based system 

› Bring information together from different sources and make it available in a common data environment and link it 
to your 3D model 

› Validate the information in your building models, analyze your models (e.g. bill of quantities, cost and 
construction time analysis) and generate reports 

› Custom-made forms in your Desite MD/Custom environment to make the most of your models 

› Engineers of all construction engineering disciplines are at your service 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

OUR COMMITMENTS 
› Proven in practice thanks to over 20 years’ experience 

› Individual, custom solutions for your project and your organization 

› Supporting you throughout the entire lifecycle of your project 

 
 

 

 

 
 

CONTACT OUR EXPERT 
Dipl.-Inform. Christian Gogolin 
ZPP Ingenieure AG 
cgo@zpp.de / +49 234 9204 1162  

CONTACT OUR EXPERT 
Dipl.-Inform. Jens Seiler 
ZPP Ingenieure AG 
js@zpp.de / +49 234 9204 1232  


